
Each tournament is a prize money event with an UTR
(Universal Tennis Rating) format. No age restrictions. 

Some single Tournaments are only for men or women; all
doubles tournaments are coed and also the PTT 125 and PTT
1000 are coed events.

Each tournament has a maximum number of participants
(64), in the doubles tournaments there will be 64 teams.
Every event has a Main draw and a first round back draw. 

A player with a higher UTR than the category limit will not be
allowed to participate.
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PREMIER TENNIS TOUR - tournament



This is the list of tournaments with its limit UTR 
format and name:
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PREMIER TENNIS TOUR - categories

Tournament name

Format Limit Tournament Name

UTR TO 6.0 COED

UTR TO 8.0 MALE

UTR TO 8.0 FEMALE

UTR  8.0 TO 10.0 MALE

UTR  8.0 PLUS FEMALE

OPEN TOURNAMENT

PTT 125 C

PTT 250 M

PTT 250  F

PTT 500 M

PTT 500 F

PTT 1000



The Doubles events are open to anyone, there will be no
restriction on UTR rating, age or gender.

To make the draw, PTT will add the individual UTR of each
team who entered the event. The top half of the teams
(adding the 2 UTR’s from the team) will make a single
elimination draw, and the bottom half will make another
single elimination draw.  
For instance if there are 64 teams then we will make a
single elimination draw with the top 32 UTR points teams
and another draw with the bottom 32 teams. 
There will be a back draw for the first round on each
of the draws.
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